If you do business with utilities, this is where you need to be.
This is your chance to be an active participant in the utility planning process for future distributed energy projects. Utility project managers and their utility colleagues come to SEPA’s Utility Conference to learn how to implement the latest in grid modernization and distributed energy technology.

Demonstrate your expertise to this key audience in an interactive environment where goals are achieved and relationships are forged. You will be part of a small, vetted group of non-utility participants allowed at the conference, ensuring exclusivity and ample time to get to know your current and future customers.

The utilities you want, the contacts you need.
From customer relations to engineering and planning, you will find empowered members of utility distributed energy teams at this conference.
Available Opportunities:
SOLUTION PROVIDER - $30,000
→ Five registrations to SEPA’s Utility Conference
→ Conference related activities (including networking breaks)
→ Personalized meeting space within the Solution Provider Lounge
→ Solution Provider Networking Reception
→ Registration list
  (1 pre- and 1 post-conference use)
→ Logo placement, including:
  » SEPA website
  » Onsite signage
  » Marketing materials
  » Listing in Utility Conference mobile event app

Past Utility Attendees:

+100 more utilities

LET'S GET IN TOUCH

Kevin McGrath
Development Manager
kmcgrath@sepapower.org
(202) 559-2021

Interested in what you’ve read so far? Let’s connect, discuss your business objectives, and decide how to position your business at SEPA’s Utility Conference.

LAST YEAR’S CONFERENCE